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Does your dog go deaf as soon as you take the lead off? Learn how toâ€¢ have your dog spin on a

sixpence and race back to you when you callâ€¢ stop panicking when your dog sees another dog or

a squirrelâ€¢ enjoy walks without stress This book unravels the mysteries of getting your dog to fly

back to you - whatever else may be happening! How good will you feel when people watch in

astonishment as your dog leaves balls, other dogs, and rabbits to shoot back to you?Hard to

believe? Maybe. Possible? Most definitely! Fun? Very much so. (If itâ€™s not fun, your dog

wonâ€™t do it. So thereâ€™s lots of fun!)Find the secrets to a stunning recall in this fourth book in

the series of Essential Skills for a Brilliant Family Dog.
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The first couple chapters were encouraging but when the training games started requiring more than

one person, this book became useless to me. There are more training games that demand at least

two and, in at least one instance, more than two people to execute. If you live alone and look to this

book for recall training, you're "barking" up the wrong tree.



Beverley impresses me with her advice. I write about dog health care (Scared Poopless: The

Straight Scoop on Dog Care) but training is not my area of expertise. I have read everything

available to improve the behavior of my two little rescued Maltese boys. Beverley has top

information at a great price.

Love these books have gained peace of mind and a happy dog. Enjoyed all four books and wish

there were more.

I want to thank Beverley for her wonderful books! My Siberian husky is very good at many things,

but our recall is very hit or miss. So I've been focusing on "Here, Boy". I'm taking it slowly, and today

we moved outside to my back garden. Naturally, just as we started, my next door neighbor's dog ran

outside and started barking at the world. My husky stayed with me and kept playing the game.

Hooray! I've also noticed that he checks in with me more often around the house, on leashed walks

and in fenced areas when he's loose. I'm thrilled. I've been working on a recall for a long time, using

techniques from great trainers, but something about her voice has connected for me and I feel quite

hopeful that there will come a time when I call my husky and he comes running regardless of

distractions. Fingers crossed!
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